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INTRODUCTION 
In his book [3] Caratheodory introduces and develops the concept of 
equivalent variational problems for the Lagrange problem of the calculus 
of variations. His method leads immediately to the classical Hamilton- 
Jacobi theory. In the sixties this approach was extended by Bridgeland 
[l, 21 and Snow [ 121 to problems of optimal controi under smoothness 
conditions compatible with Caratheodory’s original treatment. 
By considering nonsmooth Lagrange problems in the calculus of 
variations and utilizing the techniques of nonsmooth analysis we establish 
here a generalization of Caratheodory’s method under significantly weaker 
smoothness hypotheses than those appearing in the current literature. In 
addition, since the formulation considered here has been shown in 
Rockafellar [lo] to be equivalent to the Lagrange problem of optimal con- 
trol considered by both Bridgeland and Snow, the results proven here con- 
tain these latter results as a special case. Moreover we establish conditions 
which show, under the usual hypotheses guaranteeing the existence of an 
optimal solution, there exists a measurable optimal feedback control. 
1. PRELIMINARY FACTS 
The problem we consider is the Lagrange problem with fixed endpoint 
data which consists of minimizing an integral functional of the form 
J(x) = Jr’ T( t, x(t), i(t)) dt, 
$0 
(1.1) 
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over all absolutely continuous arcs x in E” defined on [to, t,] and satisfy- 
ing the prescibed endpoint data 
x( to) = xg and x(t,)=x,. (1.2) 
We will denote this set of admissible arcs by d and let Z denote the 
closed set [to, t,]. 
Throughout our discussion it will be necessary to deal with several dif- 
ferent, though similar, measure spaces defined for a product set of the form 
Ix Ek, where k is a positive integer. This is given by the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A set A E Ix Ek will be called (Ix Ek) measurable if A 
is measurable with respect to the o-algebra generated by products of 
Lebesgue measurable subsets of Z with Bore1 measurable subsets of Ek. 
Correspondingly, a function ,fi Z x Ek + Ep will be called an (Ix Ek) 
measurable function if each of its components is measurable with respect o 
this o-algebra. 
The function T: Ix E" x E" -+ El u { ) CO } is a given extended real 
function which is a normal integrand in the sense of the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let F: Z x E" x E” + E' u { + GC } be a given extended 
real valued function. Then F is called a normal integrand provided the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
Fb, . > . ) is lower semicontinuous for each fixed s E Z (1.3) 
F is an (Ix Ezn) measurable function. (1.4) 
We further require T to be a convex function of its last n -arguments. 
Recall that if F: E" + E' is a convex function then the subgradient of F at x 
is given by 
dF(x)={p~E":F(z)-F(x)ap.(z-x) for all ZE E"}. (1.5) 
For functions of several variables, say, F(x, y), we will use the notation 
ayF(x, y) for the subgradient of y -+ F(x, y). It is well known (see 
Rockafellar [ 111) that S’(x) is a nonempty, compact, convex subset of E" 
for each x in the interior of dom F= {x: F(x) < + cc }. In addition, the set- 
valued mapping x -+ aF(x) is an upper semicontinuous map (i.e., if 
pkE:dF(xk) andp,+p, xk+x as k-, +co, thenpEaF(x)). 
For an extended real valued function F: Z x E" x E" + E' u { + co } which 
is convex in its last n-arguments we have the following useful result of 
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Rockafellar [9, Theorem 2W], which we have rephrased here in a form 
suitable for the present context. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let F: Ix E” x E” + E’ v { + CC ) be a proper real valued 
function such that F(t, x, . ) is lower semicontinuous and convex for each 
fixed (t, x). Then F is measurable with respect to the o-algebra generated by 
products of measurable subsets of (Ix E”) with the Bore1 subsets of E” if and 
only if the graph of the closed multifunction aF(t, x, ’ ) depends measurably 
on (t, x) and there exists at least one (Ix E”) measurable function 
q: Ix E” + E” such that F(t, x, q(t, x)) is finite and measurable on Ix E” and 
that aF(t, x, q(t, x)) # @for all (t, x) E Ix E”. 
As is usual in discussions of existence theorems in the Calculus of 
Variations, we will need to introduce a convenient growth condition which 
we may describe in terms of the function T*: Ix E” x E” + E’ x { - 00 } 
conjugate to T defined by 
T*(t,x,p)=f;E C~.z-T(t,x,z)l. (1.6) 
DEFINITION 1.3. We say that the basic growth condition holds if for each 
fixed p E E” and bounded set Kc E” there exists a Lebesgue integrable 
function Q: I-+ E’ such that the inequality 
T*(t, x, PI G Q(t) (1.7) 
holds for all (t, x) E Z x K. 
Remark. The above growth condition has been shown to be equivalent 
to the growth condition of Cesari, LaPalm, and Nishiura [5]. For a com- 
plete discussion of such conditions we refer the reader to either Cesari and 
Suryanarayana [6] or Cesari [4, p. 3301. 
The function T*(t, x, . ) is convex and lower semicontinuous and, 
moreover, the convexity assumption placed on T(t, x, . ) gives the 
reciprocal relation 
(1.8) 
for all (t, x, z), Finally, if the basic growth condition holds, Rockafellar [lo] 
has shown that T* is an (Ix Ezn) measurable function. 
With these preliminary facts in hand we now present our results. 
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2. CARATH~OWRY'S METHOD 
Motivated by the approach of Carathtodory we begin by defining a new 
integrand L: Z x E” x E -+ E’ u { + cc > by the formula 
L(l,x,z)= T(t,x,z)-s,(t,X)-sS,(t,X)~Z, (2.1) 
where S: Ix E” + E’ is a given differentiable function. With this notation, 
one formulates a new variational problem consisting of minimizing the 
integral functional 
s ” L( t, x(t), i(t)) dz, 10 (2.2) 
over all arcs x E 52. It is easy to see that the above variational problem is 
equivalent to the original problem in the sense that both have the same 
solutions. Indeed, if x E Q we have 
I ” CT(& -4th 4f)) - L(t, x(t), i(t))] dt 10 
=S(t,,x,)-S(b,x,), (2.3) 
where the right-hand side depends only on the prescribed endpoint data. In 
particular, if we can find a differentiable function S: Ix E” + E’ and a 
function p: Z x E” + E” such that the conditions 
T(t,x,z)-S,(t,x)-S,(t,x)~z30 a.e. in (t, x, z), (2.4) 
and 
T(4 4 P(G x)1 - S,(G xl - S,(c x) .p(t, x) = 0 a.e. in (f, x), (2.5) 
both hold, then a solution to the variational problem given by Eqs. (1.1) 
and (1.2) can be obtained by solving the two-point boundary value 
problem 
i(t) =p(t, xl) a.e. on Z, (2.6) 
x(bJ =x0 and x(t,)=x,. (2.7) 
The existence of the function S and the slope function p for which 
Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) hold is what concerns us here. Under the assumption 
that T was twice continuously differentiable, Caratheodory proved results 
showing that S and p can be obtained by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation. In the work that follows we obtain analogous results under the 
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weaker assumption that T(t, x, . ) is convex. We begin by presenting the 
following necessary conditions for the existence of such functions. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T: Ix E” x E” -+ E’ u { + co } be a proper, normal 
integrand such that T(t, x, . ) is convex. Let p: Ix E” -+ E” be (Ix E”) 
measurable and let S: Ix E” -+ E’ be a given differentiable function. Then a 
necessary condition for Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) to hold is that S be a solution qf 
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
S,(t,x)+ T*(t, x,S,(t,x))=O a.e. on Ix E”, (2.8) 
and that p be related to S by the inclusion, 
S,(t, xl E 82 T(t, x, p(t, x)) a.e. on Ix F. (2.9) 
Proof We begin by observing that the conditions (2.4) and (2.5) imply 
that for almost all (t, X) E Ix E” the function p(t, x) minimizes the function 
T(t, x;)-S,(t,x)-SS,(t, x).. 
A necessary condition for this to occur is that 
OEd;t-T(t, x,p(t,x))-S,(t,s)-S,-(t, x).p(f,x)l 
cd;T(t, x,p(t, -~))-&(f, x), 
and thus Eq. (2.9) holds a.e. on Ix E”. 
To establish the inclusion (2.8) we first notice that Eq. (2.5) yields for 
almost all (t,x)EIxE” 
-s,(t, xl= &(t, X).P(G x)- T(t, x,p(t, x)1 
< sup [S,(t, x).z- T(t, x, z)] 
:tL? 
= T*(t, x, S,(t, x)1. 
On the other hand, Eq. (2.4) ensures that for almost all (t, x) E Ix E”, 
-S,(t,x)~S,(t,x).z--(t,x,z) for all z E E”, 
which implies 
-S,(t, x)2 T*(t, x, S,(t, x)) a.e. on Ix E”. 
Combining these two inequalities yields the equation 
S,(r, x)+ T*(t, x, S,(t, x))=O a.e. on Ix F. 
The above necessary conditions are formally identical to Carathtodory’s 
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result and in fact coincide with his when the smoothness hypotheses made 
in Carathtodory [3] are satisfied. 
Remark. The convexity condition on T can be relaxed to merely requir- 
ing T(t, x, . ) to be locally Lipschitzian. In this case the above proof holds 
without change provided 8; T(t, x, . ) is interpreted as the generalized 
gradient in the sense of F. Clarke [7]. 
The function p given above is a “generalized slope function,” and its role 
is analogous to the slope function found in the classical theory. More 
precisely, we give the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let p: Ix E” + E” be a given (Ix E”) measurable 
function. We say that p is a slope function for the integrand T if there exists 
an (Ix E”) measurable selection q: Ix E” + E” such that 
q(f, xl E a; T(t, x, P(& x)) a.e. in Ix E”, (2.10) 
with the property that for any absolutely continuous curve C lying in 
Ix E”, the Hilbert invariant integral given by 
s {CT(t, x,p(t, x))-q(f,x).p(t, x)1 dt+q(c 44 (2.11) c 
depends only on the endpoints of C. 
With this notation, we obtain the following analogue of the classical 
Weierstrass ufficiency theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T: Ix E” x E” + E’ u { + XX } he a proper normal 
integrand such that T(t, x, ) is a convex function for almost all (t, x) E: Ix E” 
and suppose that p: I x E” -+ E” is a slope function for the integrand T. If 
x E AC( [to, t,]; E”) is a solution of the two-point boundary value problem 
i(t) =p(t, x(t)) a.e. on I, 
x(to)=% and x(r,)=x,, (2.12) 
then x is a solution of the variational problem given by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). 
Proof. Let x: I-+ E” be any feasible arc. Then, since p is a slope 
function for T, there exists an (Ix E”) measurable function such that 
Eq. (2.10) holds and the Hilbert invariant integral (2.11) depends only on 
the endpoints x0 and x, . This implies that the following equality holds: 
i ” T(t, x(t),p(t, x(t)))+ q(t, x(t)). (i(t) -p(t, x(t))) dl kl 
= 
I ” T(f, x(t), PC& x(t))) dt. 10 
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Therefore, 
s ” T(t, x(t), i(t))- T(t, x(t), i(t)) dt 
10 
s f’ = CT(f, x(t), 42)) - qt, x(t), p(t, x(t))) 10 
+q(t, x(t)).(a(t)-p(t,x(t)))l dt 
b 0, 
because T(t, x(t), . ) is a convex function for almost all t E Z, and q(t, x(t)) 
E a, T( t, x(t), p( t, x(t))). Thus we obtain 
(” T(t, x(t), i(t)) dt b j-l’ T(t, x(r), g(t)) dt 
10 10 
as desired. 
Remark. The above result parallels the classical Weierstrass ufficiency 
theorem. Indeed if we define the Weierstrass excess function 
E: Ix E” x E” x E” x E” -+ E’ by the formula 
E(t,x,z,y,p)=T(t,x,y)-T(t,x,z)-p.(y-z), (2.13) 
the convexity of T and q(t, x(t)) E a= T(t, x(t), p(t, x(t))) a.e. on I implies 
E(f, -4th ~(6 x(t)), 4th q(f, x(t))) 2 0 
a.e. on I and so the above proof shows 
s ” T(t, x(t), i(t))- T(t, x(r), k(t)) dt 10 
= s ” E(f, x(t), 146 x(r)), a(f), q(f, x(f))) dt 
10 
We now investigate the existence of a slope function. 
THEOREM 2.3. If p: Ix E” -+ E” is a slope function for a proper, closed, 
normal integrand, T: Ix E” x E” -+ E’ v { + CO }, and T( t, x, . ) is convex for 
almost all (t, x) E I x E”, then the equation 
T*(t, x, 42, x)) + T(t, x, p(t, x)) = q(t, x) .p(f, x) 
holds a.e. on Ix E”, where q: Ix E” -+ En is as in Definition 2.1. 
(2.14) 
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Conversely, if p is an (Ix E”) measurable function and if S is a Lipschitz 
continuous solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.8) such that p is 
related to S through the inclusion given by (2.9), then p is a slope function 
for the integrand T. 
Proof. Let p denote a slope function for T. Then, according to 
Definition 2.1, there exists an (Ix E”) measurable function q such that 
q(t,x)Ea;T(t,x,p(t,x)) a.e. on Ix E”. 
Equation (2.14) now follows from the convexity of T since the above 
inclusion is equivalent to Eq. (2.14) (see Rockafellar [ 11, Theorem 23.51). 
Conversely, if p and S are as above then S, is (I x E”) measurable and by 
the relation (2.9) 
S,(t, x)~a=T(t, -x,p(t, x)1 a.e. on I x E”, 
and for any absolutely continuous curve C lying in Ix E”, 
I T(t,x,p(t,x))+S,(t,x)~p(t,x)dt+S,(t,x).d.x c 
= S,(t,X)dt+S,(t,X)~d~x i‘ c 
= s dS(t, x), c 
since S satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Thus, the Hilbert invariant 
integral depends only on the endpoints of C. As a consequence p satisfies 
the conditions of Definition 2.1 with q = S,. 
The next result shows under the usual convexity and compactness con- 
ditions used in proving existence theorems for optimal solutions that 
corresponding to every sufftciently regular solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation there corresponds a slope function such that (2.9) holds. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let T: Ix E” x E -+ E’ v { + CQ } he a closed, proper, nor- 
mal integrand which is a convex function with respect to z for each fixed 
(t,x)~ZxE”. Let T*:IxE”xE”+E’u(-CD} hegiven by Eq.(1.6) and 
assume that the basic growth condition (1.7) is satisfied. Then if 
S: Ix E” + E’ is a Lipschitz continuous solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation such that the map (t, x) -+ S,( t, x) is measurable, there exists a 
slope function p: Ix E” --* E”. 
Proof Since the basic growth condition is satisfied it follows that T* is 
a normal integrand and, moreover from Theorem 1.1, aP T*( t, x, . ) depends 
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measurably on (t, X)EZX E”. Therefore the map (t,x)+ 
aP T*(t, x, S, (t, x)) is a measurable set-valued mapping. By applying the 
measurable selection theorem of Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski [ 81 
there exists a measurable function p: Z x E” -+ E” such that 
a.e. on Z x E”. 
From the properties of convex functions this inclusion implies that 
a.e. on Ix E” and thus from Theorem 2.3 we have that p is indeed a slope 
function. 
By combining Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we obtain the following corollary 
which, when combined with Theorem 2.1, yields a nonsmooth analogue of 
Carathtodory’s method. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let T: Ix E” x E” -+ E’ v { + 00 } be a proper, closed, 
normal integrand such that T(t, x, . ) is convex and such that the basic growth 
condition (1.7) is satisfied. Then tf S: Ix E” 3 E’ is a Lipschitz continuous 
solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.8) such that S,: Ix E” -+ E” is 
an (IX E”) measurable function, there exists a slope function p: Ix E” -+ E”. 
In addition, if x: Z -+ E” is any solution of the ordinary dtfferential equation 
41) =p(4 x(t)) a.e. on Z, 
then x solves the Lagrange problem which consists of minimizing the integral 
functional 
i 
” T(t, x(r), x(t)) dt 
10 
over all arcs x E AC(Z; E”) satisfying the endpoint conditions 
X(b) = X(b) and x(t,)=x(t,). 
Remark. For problems of optimal control the above results provide 
conditions for the existence of a measurable optimal feedback control. 
Indeed, if we consider the Lagrange problem of optimal control consisting 
of minimizing the integral functional 
I ” At, x(t), u(t)) dt kl 
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over all pairs of functions {x, u}: I -+ E” x Em satisfying the constraints 
i’(t) =f(4 x(t), u(t)) a.e. on I, 
X(fo) = x0 and x(t,)=x,, 
(t, x(t)) E A on I, 
u(t) E U(4 x(t)) a.e. on I, 
then, as is well known (see Rockafellar [lo]), this problem can be refor- 
mulated as a Lagrange problem of the type considered here by defining the 
integrand T: Ix E” x E” -+ E” u { + GO }, through the formula 
T(t, x, z)=inf {g(t, x, ~):z=f(t, x, u), UE U(t, x)} if(t,x)EA, 
=-l-o0 otherwise. 
The conditions made in Corollary 2.1 are suflicient to guarantee that the 
optimal control problem and the Lagrange problem, with T as defined as 
above, are equivalent. Moreover by a standard application of the 
Kuratowski and Ryll-Nardzewski measurable selection theorem [S] it 
follows from the definition of T that there exists a measurable function 
u: Ix E” + E” such that 
T(t, x, At, xl) =g(t, x, 46 x)) a.e. on A, 
and 
I44 x) = .A& x, 44 xl) a.e. on A. 
This implies that u: Ix E” + E” is a measurable optimal feedback control 
whenever the hypotheses of Corollary 2.1 are satisfied. 
We conclude our discussion by presenting two simple examples howing 
how the above results can be applied. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the problem of minimizing the functional 
5 ” (cx2(t) + ~~(1)) dt 
10 
over all pairs of functions {x, 2.43: [to, t,] -+ E2 satisfying the constraints 
i(t)=ax(t)+bu(t) a.e. todtdt,, 
x(to) = x0 and x(t,)=x,. 
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For this problem, the Lagrangian T: Ix E’ x E’ + E’ is given by 
T(x, 2) = (c + (u2/b2)) x2 - (2u/P) xz + (z2/b2) 
and T*: E’ x E’ --) E’ by 
T*(x, p) = $ b2p2 + axp - cx2, 
It is easy to see that both T and T* satisfy the hypotheses given in 
Corollary 2.1. 
For this problem, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is given as 
S,(t,x)+axS,(t,~)+$b~S; (t,x)=cx2, 
and if we assume there exists a solution of the form 
S(t, x) = At + B(x), 
where A is an arbitrary constant and B is a Lipschitz continuous function, 
we obtain the following expression for B’(x): 
In this example, the slope function p: E’ -+ E’ is required to satisfy the 
inclusion 
and thus we have 
P(X) E (v T*(x, S, (f, xl) 
= (f b2B’(x) + ax}, 
p(x)= _+((~‘-b~c)x~-b’A)~‘~. 
Therefore, an optimal solution of the variational problem must satisfy the 
differential equation 
i(t) = + ( (a2 - b2c) x2 - b2A)1’2 a.e. on [to, t,], 
which yields the solution 
x(t) = (b’A/(a’- b2c))1’2 cash ((a2 - b2c)“2t + K), 
where K is a constant of integration. Hence, given a pair of boundary data 
(to, x0) and (tl , x1) we obtain a unique solution. 
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To see that this leads to an optimal solution we notice that 
T(x,z)-S,(t,x)-S,(t,x).z 
= (4 bB’( x) + (ax - z)/b)Z, 
which is nonnegative for all ZE E’ except z =p(x), where the above 
expression is identically zero. Thus the trajectories given above are indeed 
optimal. 
Further we notice that the optimal feedback control is obtained from the 
equation 
p(x) = ax + bu, 
which yields 
u(x) = (p(x) - ax)/b = -I ((a’ - b2c) x2 - b2A)“2 - ax. 
EXAMPLE 2. Here we consider the problem of minimizing the functional 
i ” (2@‘(t) + u2(t)) - (x3(t)/24)) df 0, 
over all admissible pairs {x, u, u }: [t,, , t i ] -+ E3 satisfying the constraints 
i;-(f) = x(t)(u(t) + u(t)) a.e. t,<t<t,, 
x(t)>0 ont,<t<t,, 
x(to) =x0 and x(r,)=x,, 
Ma U(l))E c-1,01 x c-1,01 a.e.t,<t<t,. 
In this example, the Lagrangian T: E’ x E’ -+ E’ u { + 00 } is given by the 
formula 
T(x, z) = (z/x)‘- (x3/24) ifx>Oand -2~6~~0, 
=o ifx=Oandz=O, 
=+co otherwise, 
and the conjugate T*: E’ x E’ --+ E’ u ( - co } is given by 
T*(x, p) = @x/2)* + (x3/24) ifx>Oand(-4/x)<pdO, 
=(x3/24) ifx>OandpaO, 
= -4- 2px + (x3/24) ifx>Oandp<(-4/x), 
=--a if x < 0. 
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Notice that for (x,p)Eint{(y,q):T*(y,q)>-co)=((y,q):y~O, 
p E El}, T* is continuously differentiable. Moreover, it is easy to see that 
T* satisfies the basic growth condition. 
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation in this case becomes 
w,k x)/2)2+ (x3/24) ifx>O, (-4/x)<S,(t,x)<O, 
ifx>O, S,(t,x)>O, 
-4-2xS.,(t,x)+(x3/24) ifx>O,S,(t,x)<(-4/x), 
and if we assume that the desired solution S has the form 
qt, x) = --At + B(x), 
where A is an arbitrary nonnegative constant and B is a Lipschitz con- 
tinuous function, we obtain the expression for B’ 
B’(x) = (- l/x)((24A - ~~)/6)“~ if (24A - 96)1’3 6 x < (24A)‘13, 
= (x3 - 24A - 96)/(48x) if x < (24A - 96)“,, 
where we are assuming that x > 0. 
The slope function p: [0, + CD] -+ E’ is given by the inclusion 
P(X) = ap T*(x, B’(X)) 
= {x2B’(x)/2)} if ( -4/x) Q B’(x) < 0 and x > 0, 
= w if B’(x) 3 0 and x > 0, 
= {-2x} if B’(x) < ( -4/x) and x > 0, 
so that 
p(x) = (-x/2)((24A -x3)/6)l’* if (24A - 96)‘13 d x < (24A)‘13, 
=o ifx3(24A)*‘3>0, 
= -2x if x < (24A - 96)‘j3. 
Therefore, the optimal trajectories for the above optimal control problem 
must satisfy the differential equation 
i(t)=p(t, x(r)) a.e. on [to, t,]. 
409,‘112!1-18 
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To see that such trajectories are optimal we observe that 
L(x, z) = qx, z) - S,( t, z) - S,( 2, x) . z 
= ((z/x) + ((24A - ~~)/24)“‘)~ if x>O, -2x<z<O, 
(24A - 96)‘j3 d x 
< (24A)li3, 
=(~+(z/x))((~+(z/x))-((x3-24A)/48)) ifx>O, -2~6~60, 
x 6 (24A - 96)1’3, 
=o ifx=z=O, 
=+a3 otherwise. 
Clearly if -2~6~~0 and (24A -96)‘13 6x6 (24A)‘j3, we have that 
L(x, z) > 0 unless z = - 4 x((24A - x3)/6)l12 = p(x). On the other hand, if 
0 < x < (24A - 96)“13 and -2x < z 6 0, then (2 + (z/x)) is nonnegative and 
also x3 <24A - 96 < 24A. From these facts it follows that the quantity 
(2+(z/x))-((x-24A)/48) 
is nonnegative, and thus again we obtain that L(x, z) is nonnegative. 
Moreover, in this case L(x, z) = 0 only when z = -2x or when 
z = (x(x3 - 24A - 96))/48. In the latter case, since -2x < z < 0, it is easy to 
see that when z has this value we have 
x3 2 24A > 24A - 96, 
which is a contradiction, Therefore, L(x, z) = 0 only when z = -2x =p(x). 
Summarizing, we have shown that L(x, z) equals zero only when 
z =p(x) = -4 x((24A -x3)/6)“’ ifx>O, (24A-96)1/3<x<(24A)“3, 
= -2x if x > 0, x d (24A - 96) ‘13, 
=o if x = 0, x > (24A)‘13, 
and therefore, the optimal trajectories are obtained by solving the differen- 
tial equation 
i(t) =Mt)) a.e. on [to, t,]. 
The solutions to this differential equation have the form 
x(t) = (96AK/(l + Ke-3A”21)2)“3e-“‘2r if x > 0 and 
(24A - 96)“3 6 x < (24A)“3, 
= &-2’ if x(t) > 0 and x(t) < (24A - 96)1’3, 
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where K is an arbitrary constant of integration. Consequently, optimal 
solutions are obtained by determining the constants K and A from the 
prescibed endpoint data. 
Nore added in proof: After the submission of this work, the author was made aware of 
some related results appearing in section 3.7 of the recent monograph by F. Clarke, 
Optimization and Nonsmooth Analysis, Wiley-Interscience, 1983. The results appearing there 
give a Hamilton-Jacobi theory for the diflerential inclusion problem and are similar to those 
appearing here. However our approach is significantly different from that given by Professor 
Clarke and offers a different view of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory. 
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